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Abstract

The ability to infer other persons' mental states, “Theory of Mind” (ToM), is a key

function of social cognition and is needed when interpreting the intention of others.

ToM is associated with a network of functionally related regions, with reportedly key

prominent hubs located in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (dlPFC) and the

temporoparietal junction (TPJ). The involvement of (mainly the right) TPJ in ToM is

based primarily on functional imaging studies that provide correlational evidence for

brain-behavior associations. In this lesion study, we test whether certain brain areas

are necessary for intact ToM performance. We investigated individuals with pene-

trating traumatic brain injury (n = 170) and healthy matched controls (n = 30) using

voxel-based lesion-symptom mapping (VLSM) and by measuring the impact of a given

lesion on white matter disconnections. ToM performance was compared between

five patient groups based on lesion location: right TPJ, left TPJ, right dlPFC, left

dlPFC, and other lesion, as well as healthy controls. The only group to present with

lower ToM abilities was the one with lesions in the right dlPFC. Similarly, VLSM anal-

ysis revealed a main cluster in the right frontal middle gyrus and a secondary cluster

in the left inferior parietal gyrus. Last, we found that disconnection of the left inferior

longitudinal fasciculus and right superior longitudinal fasciculus were associated with

poor ToM performance. This study highlights the importance of lesion studies in

complementing functional neuroimaging findings and supports the assertion that the

right dlPFC is a key region mediating mental state attribution.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Over the first 6 years of our lives, we typically develop an ability to

attribute intentions, beliefs, and desires to other people. This impor-

tant set of skills, known as Theory of mind or ToM, allows us to

understand other people's actions, to predict behavioral responses

and to separate our own mental state from that of others (Amodio &

Frith, 2006; Apperly, 2012). Given its important role in facilitating

meaningful social interactions, it is not surprising that ToM is studied

extensively, with a growing focus on its neural basis (Abu-Akel &

Shamay-Tsoory, 2011; Frith & Frith, 2006; Young et al., 2010).

A widely accepted theoretical distinction separates affective ToM

(i.e., the ability to infer others' emotional states and feelings) from cog-

nitive ToM (i.e., the ability to infer others' beliefs, intentions, and

desires), and there is evidence to show that the two differ in their

underlying neural network (Corradi-Dell'Acqua et al., 2020; Leopold

et al., 2012; Shamay-Tsoory, Tibi-Elhanany, & Aharon-Peretz, 2006;

Shamay-Tsoory & Aharon-Peretz, 2007). Cognitive ToM, which is the

focus of this study, is associated with a number of functionally related

regions as would be expected given the complexity and heterogeneity

of this ability (Gallagher & Frith, 2003; Saxe, 2006). Specifically, regions

in the prefrontal cortices as well as the temporoparietal junction were

shown to have a specific link to this ability (Gallagher et al., 2000; Krall

et al., 2015; Molenberghs, Johnson, Henry, & Mattingley, 2016; Van

Overwalle, 2009; Schurz, Radua, Aichhorn, Richlan, & Perner, 2014).

The prefrontal cortex (PFC) has long been considered to play a

special role in human social behavior in general (Amodio & Frith, 2006;

Forbes & Grafman, 2010; Krueger, Barbey, & Grafman, 2009) and

in ToM abilities in particular (Gallagher et al., 2000). More specifically,

there is data to suggest that the dorsal-lateral part of the PFC

(dlPFC) is associated with the cognitive processes involved in ToM

(Carrington & Bailey, 2009). For example, neuroimaging studies linked

dlPFC activation to integrating social information for impression

formation (Brosch, Schiller, Mojdehbakhsh, Uleman, & Phelps, 2013),

and to thinking about what other people are thinking (Kobayashi,

Glover, & Temple, 2007). Moreover, neuromodulation work has shown

that repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation (Kalbe et al., 2010)

over the right dlPFC induced a selective effect on mental state attribu-

tion. Similarly, the dlPFC was identified as essential for mentalizing

processes using direct electrical stimulation during awake brain surgery

(Yordanova, Duffau, & Herbet, 2017), and was shown to be functionally

coupled with other mentalizing-related sites (Yordanova, Cochereau,

Duffau, & Herbet, 2019). Last, several lesion mapping studies reported

impairments in understanding and predicting other peoples' thoughts

and intentions following damage to the dlPFC (Corradi-Dell'Acqua

et al., 2020; Shamay-Tsoory & Aharon-Peretz, 2007; Xi et al., 2011).

The second prominent hub, the temporoparietal junction (TPJ), is

localized at the conjunction of the posterior superior temporal sulcus,

the inferior parietal lobule and the lateral occipital cortex. This region

is frequently reported to be selectively activated in imaging studies

during tasks that require attribution of mental states, beliefs and

intentions to others. The activation is often reported to be predomi-

nantly in the right hemisphere (rTPJ) (Kubit & Jack, 2013; Otti,

Wohlschlaeger, & Noll-Hussong, 2015; Perner, Aichhorn, Kronbichler,

Staffen, & Ladurner, 2006; Saxe, 2010; Saxe & Kanwisher, 2003;

Scholz, Triantafyllou, Whitfield-Gabrieli, Brown, & Saxe, 2009),

although some studies report activation in the left TPJ (lTPJ) as well

(Perner et al., 2006; Young, Dodell-Feder, & Saxe, 2010). Moreover,

one study used transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS) to

show that ToM performance decreased after inhibitory cathodal

stimulation to the rTPJ (Mai et al., 2016). Based on these findings,

some have argued that the right TPJ is specifically linked to the pro-

cess of mental state attribution. While there are no studies reporting

ToM deficits in patients with a focal lesion to the rTPJ, there are a

few studies reporting such deficits in patients with a focal lesion

to the lTPJ, implying that this region is not only associated with, but

necessary for, ToM performance (Apperly, Samson, Chiavarino, &

Humphreys, 2004; Biervoye, Dricot, Ivanoiu, & Samson, 2016;

Samson, Apperly, Chiavarino, & Humphreys, 2004). However, the

ToM tasks used in these latter studies included nonverbal videos and

not the standard stories typically used in most ToM tasks.

Both lesion mapping and functional neuroimaging studies suggest

an overall laterality effect with ToM being linked to the right hemi-

sphere (Baldo, Kacinik, Moncrief, Beghin, & Dronkers, 2016; Happé,

Brownell, & Winner, 1999; Kalbe et al., 2010; Sommer et al., 2007;

Stuss, Gallup Jr, & Alexander, 2001; Weed, McGregor, Feldbæk Nielsen,

Roepstorff, & Frith, 2010; Winner, Brownell, Happé, Blum, & Pincus,

1998). Yet, earlier PET (positron emission tomography) studies found

activation in the left PFC during tasks that required participants to con-

sider the thoughts and feelings of another person (Fletcher et al., 1995),

to make inferential reasoning about the beliefs and intentions of

others (Goel, Grafman, Sadato, & Hallett, 1995), and to respond to

stories which require mental state attribution (Happé et al., 1996).

Altogether, despite the ample research on the neural underpinning

of ToM, it is still unclear whether the dlPFC and the TPJ in the right or

left hemisphere are necessary for cognitive ToM, or play an indirect role

that can be compensated for in the case of a brain lesion. The reason for

this ambiguity is that most of the data associating ToM performance to

the TPJ and to frontal brain regions is based on functional brain imaging

and thus cannot determine whether a particular brain region is necessary

for a specific function. While a brain lesion mapping approach can reli-

ably establish a causal link between ToM performance and a brain area,

most lesion-mapping studies of ToM have focused on one patient group

at a time with damage to one specific brain area and did not compare

different lesion locations within the same experimental design. Only one

study has attempted to assess the relative performance of different

lesion groups using an established ToM task, finding no differences in

cognitive ToM performance between groups (Shamay-Tsoory

et al., 2006). However, the relatively small number of patients in each

lesion group (range 5–14), and the grouping together of the right and left

TPJ and dlPFC patients might have contributed to the null finding.

In the current study, we tested the causal contribution of specific

brain areas (the two key brain regions discussed above in the right and

left hemisphere, namely the right dlPFC, the left dlPFC, the right TPJ,

and the left TPJ) to cognitive ToM performance following penetrating

traumatic brain-injury (pTBI). We examined a large group of veterans

from the Vietnam Head Injury Study (VHIS) who sustained focal

pTBIs during combat (n = 170) and matched controls (n = 30) who also
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served in combat in Vietnam but did not have a brain injury. We used a

voxel-based lesion-symptom mapping (VLSM) analysis to explore the

causal role of focal brain lesions on mental state attribution. Given that

VLSM is not free of limitations (Mah, Husain, Rees, & Nachev, 2014), we

chose to complement our analysis using a network level approach, in

order to reveal specific white matter tracts which support mental state

attribution. Participants were asked to read and respond to a set of

stories about everyday situations. Half of the stories required mental

state attribution to understand the meaning of the scenario while the

other half of the stories served as control stimuli focusing on the physical

characteristics of the story (strange stories test; Happé, 1994). We com-

pared ToM performance in the four lesion groups mentioned above as

well as a group of pTBI patients with lesions in areas other than the TPJ

or dlPFC. We hypothesized that patients with lesions in each of the tar-

get regions (the right and left dlPFC and the right and left TPJ groups)

will all be more likely to show impaired performance on a cognitive ToM

task compared to patients with lesions in other brain areas or healthy

controls. We also hypothesized no differences in ToM performance

among the four target patient groups.

2 | METHODS

2.1 | Participants

Participants were male combat veterans who participated in Phase 3

of the VHIS (Raymont, Salazar, Krueger, & Grafman, 2011). This phase

was conducted between 2003 and 2006 at the National Naval Medi-

cal Center, Bethesda, MD, and included detailed neuropsychological,

neuroimaging, neurological and psychiatric evaluations for each one

of the study participants. In total, we collected data from 170 patients

with pTBI and 30 control participants who also served in combat in

Vietnam but had no history of brain injury or other neurological disor-

ders. The groups were matched on age, years of education, preinjury

intelligence, and handedness (Table 1).

While this is the first study to investigate cognitive ToM using

the VHIS database, our group has previously published data on the

neural underpinnings of affective theory of mind using the reading the

mind in the eyes test (Dal Monte et al., 2014) and the Faux Pas Rec-

ognition task (Leopold et al., 2012) based on this registry.

All participants understood the study procedures and gave

written informed consent, as approved by the National Institutes of

Health Neuroscience Institutional Review Board, Bethesda Naval

Hospital and Department of Defense Institutional Review Boards. The

Institutional Review Board at Northwestern University approved the

current analysis of the data.

2.2 | Materials

2.2.1 | Theory of mind

Theory of mind was measured using the strange stories test

(Happé, 1994). Each participant was presented with 16 stories, eight

ToM stories and eight control stories, which were selected from the

24 original stories and had been used in prior imaging and neuropsy-

chological studies (Fletcher et al., 1995; Happé et al., 1999).

Both sets of stories involved people and required attention to

sentence meaning, memory, and question answering, however only

the ToM questions were based on understanding the beliefs and

intentions of characters in the stories, while the control story ques-

tions were based on physical inferences made about the story. Stories

are of comparable difficulty in healthy young adults (White, Hill,

Happé, & Frith, 2009).

The following story represents an example of a selected ToM story

(story number 21): “Simon is a big liar. Simon's brother Jim knows this;

he knows that Simon never tells the truth! Now, yesterday, Simon stole

Jim's ping-pong bat, and Jim knows Simon has hidden it somewhere,

though he can't find it. He is very cross. So he finds Simon and he says,

‘Where is my ping-pong bat? You must have hidden it either in the cup-

board or under your bed, because I've looked everywhere else. Where

is it, in the cupboard or under your bed?’ Simon tells him the bat is under

his bed. Q: Why will Jim look in the cupboard for the bat?”

The following story represents an example of a selected physical

(control) story (story number 12): “A burglar is about to break into a

jewelers' shop. He skillfully picks the lock on the shop door. Carefully

he crawls under the electronic detector beam. If he breaks this beam

it will set off the alarm. Quietly he opens the door of the storeroom

and sees the gems glittering. As he reaches out, however, he steps on

something soft. He hears a screech and something small and furry

runs out past him, towards the shop door. Immediately the alarm

sounds. Q: Why did the alarm go off?”

All eight stories of each type were administered as a group, but

the order of the two sets was counterbalanced among participants.

For each story, participants were instructed to read the story and then

answer a question on a separate page. Participants received two

TABLE 1 Demographics and neuropsychological measures [mean
(SD)] for veterans with pTBI and healthy controls

Variables/group pTBI n = 170 Control n = 30

Demographics:

Age (years) 57.92 (2.46) 58.57 (2.02)

Education (years) 14.61 (2.47) 14.70 (2.59)

Handedness (R:L:A)a 141:23:6 25:4:1

Neuropsychological:

Preinjury IQb 60.48 (25.43) 68.66 (22.09)

Theory of Mindc 0.24 (3.16) −0.33 (3.97)

Working memoryd 96.47 (14.72) 104.73 (13.54)*

Verbal comprehensione 106.05 (15.55) 110.33 (9.84)

Note: * denotes significant group difference p < .05.

Abbreviations: pTBI, penetrating traumatic brain-injury; WAIS, Wechsler

Adult Intelligence Scale.
aHandedness (L:R:A), Left, right, and ambiguous.
bPercentile score of Armed Forces Qualification Test (AFQT).
cStrange stories task: difference score between ToM and Control condi-

tion. Lower score reflects lower ToM performance.
dWAIS Working Memory Index score.
eWAIS Verbal Comprehension Index score.
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points for each fully explicit correct answer, one point for partial,

implicitly correct answers, and zero points for an incorrect answer or

no response. Two scores were calculated for each participant: (a) ToM

story score: the sum of the scores for each ToM story question, range

0–16 and (b) physical story score: the sum of the scores for each

physical story question, range 0–16. The primary outcome in the cur-

rent analysis was the difference between these two scores, with zero

reflecting no difference in performance on the ToM and Physical

stories, and a negative score reflecting a lower score on the ToM

stories compared to the physical stories condition.

2.2.2 | Control measure—Space perception

To ensure that our key results were specific to ToM, we compared

the groups on the dot counting test, a subtest from the Visual Object

and Space Perception (VOSP) Battery measuring space perception. In

this dot counting test, the patient is asked to count how many black

dots there are on a white card. There are 10 cards and a point is

awarded for every correct count, with the maximum score being 10.

2.2.3 | Additional neuropsychological testing

Other neuropsychological tests examined in this study included

the Armed Forces Qualification Test (AFQT- 7A, 1960), a standardized

test which is highly correlated with Wechsler Adult Intelligence

Scale (WAIS) scores and hence used as a surrogate for IQ (Cohen-

Zimerman, Salvi, Krueger, Gordon, & Grafman, 2018; Grafman

et al., 1988). Preinjury AFQT scores were obtained from all partici-

pants upon enlistment in the military. During Phase 3 of the study

(when ToM abilities were assessed), the AFQT was readministered, as

well as the WAIS-III (Wechsler, 1997). Given that the ToM abilities

were shown to covary with working memory (Gokcen, Bora, Erermis,

Kesikci, & Aydin, 2009) and verbal comprehension abilities (White

et al., 2009), the WAIS Working Memory Index (WMI) and Verbal

Comprehension Index (VCI) were calculated for each participants and

later used as covariates. The WMI includes the arithmetic and digit

span subtests from the WAIS, while the VCI includes the information,

similarities, and vocabulary subtests.

2.3 | Neuroimaging assessment and image
preprocessing

Axial computerized tomography (CT) scans without contrast were

acquired using a GE Medical Systems Light Speed Plus CT scanner at

the Bethesda Naval Hospital. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) could

not be performed with patients in this study due to the possible pres-

ence of metal fragments from shrapnel or bullet wounds, or residual

metallic surgical clips or cranioplasties from surgery. Images were

reconstructed with an in-plane voxel size of 0.4 × 0.4 mm, an over-

lapping slice thickness of 2.5 mm and a slice interval of 1 mm. We

determined lesion location and volume from CT images using the Analy-

sis of Brain Lesion (ABLe) software (Solomon, Raymont, Braun, But-

man, & Grafman, 2007) contained in MEDx v3.44 (Medical Numerics,

Germantown, MD) with enhancements to support the Automated Ana-

tomical Labeling (AAL) atlas (Tzourio-Mazoyer et al., 2002). A trained

neuropsychiatrist manually traced individual lesions, which were then

reviewed by a researcher who was blind to the results of the Phase 3

evaluation (JG). Scans were spatially normalized to Montreal Neurologi-

cal Institute MNI space (Collins, Neelin, Peters, & Evans, 1994) using the

Automated Image Registration program (Woods, Mazziotta, &

Cherry, 1993) using a 12-parameter affine model on de-skulled CT

scans. We did not include voxels with lesions in the spatial normalization

procedure in order to reduce image distortions. Lesion volume was cal-

culated by summing the traced areas in all relevant slices of the CT

image, and then and multiplying by slice thickness.

2.4 | Statistical analyses

2.4.1 | Lesion localization and grouping

In order to test our hypothesis about four specific brain areas [dlPFC

(r + l) and TPJ (r + l)], we identified percent volume loss to each region

as follows: The right and left dlPFC was defined using the AAL within

a range of MNI coordinates (Gozzi, Raymont, Solomon, Koenigs, &

Grafman, 2009). The dlPFC region of interest (ROI) included bilateral

portions of the superior frontal gyrus (dorsolateral), the middle frontal

gyrus (lateral), and the inferior frontal gyrus (triangular part), based on

the following MNI coordinates: x > 10 (right), x < −10 (left), z > 1. Per-

centage of these AAL structures that were intersected by the lesion

was determined again by analyzing the overlap of the spatially normal-

ized lesion image with the AAL atlas image. The right and left TPJ

were defined based on a 3D threshold map (Dufour et al., 2013). For

each patient, we analyzed the overlap of the TPJ maps with their spa-

tially normalized lesion image to calculate the percent of volume loss

in each region separately.

Participants with damage primarily to the rTPJ (n = 16), left TPJ

(n = 7), r dlPFC (n = 30) or l dlPFC (n = 28) were identified. Thirty-four

veterans had suffered damage in more than one of the structures

mentioned above and were excluded from the group analysis. All of

the pTBI patients who had no lesion in the PFC or the TPJ bilaterally

were selected as a control group (n = 34), which is referred to as the

“Other TBI” group. A subgroup of 21 participants had frontal damage

outside the dlPFC and was excluded from further analysis. A lesion

overlay map was created for each of the five groups of participants

with brain damage (Figure 1).

2.4.2 | Behavioral data analysis

Behavioral data analysis was carried out on the difference score

between the ToM condition and physical condition in the strange

stories task. We performed statistical testing using SPSS 26.0 (IBM
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Corp., Armonk, NY) and JASP 0.12.2 (JASPTeam, 2020) and signifi-

cance level was set to p < .05 (two-tailed unless otherwise specified).

We checked normality of data using the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test

and homogeneity of variance using Levene's test. The ToM measure

(strange stories difference score) score fulfilled normality and homo-

geneity of variance assumptions and therefore parametric tests

were conducted (analysis of covariance variance [ANCOVA] and

regression analysis). The space perception measure did not fulfill

the normality assumption (Kolgomorov–Smirnov test: p < .05), nor

met the homogeneity of variance assumption (Levene's test: p < .05),

therefore nonparametric tests (Kruskal–Wallis and Mann–Whitney

U tests) were used.

The overall difference between the five groups (rTPJ, lTPJ, right

dlPFC, left dlPFC, and other TBI) was assessed applying ANCOVA,

with participants' pre-injury intelligence score, years of formal educa-

tion, WAIS working memory index, and WAIS verbal comprehension

index as covariates. Then, post hoc tests were conducted (p < .05,

two-tailed) with Tukey correction for multiple comparisons. Effect

F IGURE 1 Lesion overlay maps of TBI patients (n = 115) grouped by lesion location. Numbers on the top of the brain slices indicate the z
coordinates (MNI) of each axial slice. The color indicates the number of veterans in the group with damage to a given voxel. The greatest lesion
overlap (red) occurred in the regions of interest. Images are in radiological space (i.e., right is left). For interpretation of the references to color in

this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article. TBI, traumatic brain-injury
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sizes (eta square: η2 = 0.01 indicates a small effect size, η2 = 0.06 a

medium effect size and η2 = 0.14 a large effect size, and Cohen's d:

d = 0.2 indicates a small effect size, d = 0.5 a medium effect size and

d = 0.8 a large effect size) were calculated when appropriate.

2.4.3 | Voxel-based lesion-symptom mapping

A VLSM analysis (Bates et al., 2003) was applied in order to test the

association between damaged tissue and ToM performance on the

strange stories test. In VLSM analysis, the scores of patients with a

lesion in a given voxel is compared to the score of patients without a

lesion in this voxel using a t test. The primary behavioral outcome in

the VLSM analysis was the ToM difference score. Additionally, partici-

pants' preinjury intelligence score, years of formal education, WAIS

working memory index, WAIS verbal comprehension index, and lesion

size were used as covariates in order to account for the possible influ-

ence of those variables. In order to have sufficient statistical power

and to be able to test regions all over the brain, voxels that did not

have at least four patients with damage were excluded from the anal-

ysis. To correct for multiple comparisons, a false discovery rate cor-

rection of 0.05 was used, and at least 100 adjacent voxels must have

been statistically significant for a cluster to be reported. The analysis

was carried out using the VLSM package version 2.60 (https://

aphasialab.org/vlsm/) on MATLAB R2017a (Mathworks, Natick, MA)

software. Identification of the brain regions associated with the

significant voxels was made using the AAL atlas and Natbrainlab atlas

of white matter pathways (Thiebaut de Schotten et al., 2011) in

MRICronGL (https://www.nitrc.org/projects/mricrogl) on an MNI

standard brain.

2.4.4 | White matter tracts disconnection analysis

To assess the degree to which specific lesions impact brain connectiv-

ity, we conducted an analysis of white matter disconnections contrib-

uting to ToM deficits. This was done by mapping the normalized

lesion from each patient onto tractography reconstructions of white

matter pathways obtained from a group of healthy controls (Rojkova

et al., 2016) and quantifying the probability that the tract was discon-

nected by a given lesion (Thiebaut de Schotten et al., 2014) using

Tractotron software as part of the BCBtoolkit (Foulon et al., 2018;

http://www.toolkit.bcblab.com).

Our goal was to test whether disconnection within specific path-

ways predicted performance on the ToM tasks. We analyzed a total

of 15 tracts: association (three segments of the arcuate, superior

longitudinal I, II, III, inferior frontal occipital, inferior longitudinal, unci-

nate, cingulum), commissural (corpus callosum, anterior commissure),

and projection (cortico-spinal, fornix, Optic radiations) tracts. For each

individual patient, we considered a given white matter tract to be dis-

connected if the patient's lesion overlapped a voxel within the white

matter pathway map with a probability higher than 50% (above the

chance level). We then calculated the percentage of patients with

the disconnection within specific white matter tracts within the left

and right hemispheres (the analyses were conducted separately for

patients with left and right lesions, and excluded patients with bilat-

eral lesions). Within each group of patients, we conducted chi-square

tests to compare percentage of disconnection for each tract between

patients with versus patients without a deficit in ToM as assessed by

the Strange stories task. Patients were classified into groups using

zero as a cut-off score, with scores lower than zero reflecting a ToM

deficit. This analysis was subjected to Bonferroni correction for multi-

ple comparisons (α-level; p = .003 based on 15 tracts analyzed). For a

similar method, see Chechlacz, Rotshtein, and Humphreys (2014).

3 | RESULTS

3.1 | Group analysis

Demographics and neuropsychological testing results of veterans

with pTBI and healthy controls (HC) are shown in Table 1. The groups

were matched with respect to age (t198 = −1.89, p = .17, d = −.027),

total years of education (t198 = −0.17, p = .85, d = −.03), handedness

(Χ2
2,N=200 = .004, p = .99), and preinjury intelligence (t198 = −1.65,

p = .1, d = −.32). The groups were also matched on their performance

in the ToM task (t198 = 0.88, p = .38, d = .17), and their verbal compre-

hension abilities (U = 2,188, p = .21, d = −.28). However, the HC group

scored higher than the pTBI group on the WAIS working memory

index (t198 = −2.86, p = .05, d = −.56).

We next compared five patients' groups based on lesion location:

right dlPFC, left dlPFC, rTPJ, lTPJ, and other TBI (see Section 2.4.1 for

grouping procedure). Demographics and neuropsychological testing

results of the group analysis are shown in Table 2. All groups were

matched on age (F4,110 = 0.89, p = .46, η2 = 0.03), total years of educa-

tion (F4,110 = 0.76, p = .55, η2 = .02), preinjury IQ scores (F4,110 = 0.35,

p = .83, η2 = 0.01), and verbal comprehension score (F4,110 = 1.3,

p = .27, η2 = 0.04). The groups differed on working memory scores

(F4,110 = 3.18, p = .001, η2 = 0.10), with the left TPJ group scoring

lower than the all the other groups (all ptukey < .04) except for the left

dlPFC group (ptukey = .09).

In addition, the total brain volume loss did not differ among the

four target lesion groups (F3,77 = 1.21, p = .3, η2 = 0.04). The “other

TBI” group had significantly less volume loss compared to all the tar-

get groups (rTPJ: U = 126, p = .002; lTPJ: U = 17, p < .001; r dlPFC:

U = 267.5, p = .001; and l dlPFC: U = 232, p = .001).

3.2 | Performance in the ToM task

3.2.1 | Analysis of covariance

We began by performing an analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) to

determine whether lesion location affects ToM performance. The pri-

mary outcome for the ToM task was a difference score calculated by

subtracting the physical stories score from the ToM Story scores, such
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that scores below zero represents poorer performance on ToM. In

order to control for individual differences in preinjury intelligence,

years of formal education, working memory, and verbal comprehen-

sion, these four measures were entered as covariates. ANCOVA com-

paring ToM performance across the five target groups and healthy

controls revealed an overall significant difference in ToM performance

(F5,135 = 2.21, p = .05, η2 = 0.07; Figure 2). Moreover this effect

remained significant after repeating the analysis without the healthy

control group and adding total brain volume loss as a fifth covariate

(F4,105 = 2.46, p = .05, η2 = 0.07). A post hoc test using a Tukey correc-

tion for multiple comparisons revealed that the right dlPFC group

had significantly lower scores on the ToM Story Score than the other

TBI group (t = −2.86, ptukey = .05). No other group differences were

found.

3.2.2 | Regression analyses

Next, we conducted linear regression analyses to provide further evi-

dence that damage to right dlPFC was specifically associated with ToM

performance. The regression model included the ToM differences score

as the dependent variable, and the following as covariates: pre-injury

intelligence score, years of formal education, WAIS working memory

index score, WAIS verbal comprehension index score, percent damage

to right dlPFC, percent damage to left dlPFC, percent damage to

right TPJ, and percent damage to left TPJ. Overall, the model explained

a significant proportion of variance in ToM performance (R2 = 0.13,

F8,106 = 2.02, p = .05), with more damage to the right dlPFC predicting

lower ToM performance (β = −.10; t = −3.50, p < .001, one-tailed).

In contrast, no other lesion volume contributed significantly to the

model. Adding total volume loss as a covariate to the model resulted in

a larger portion of explained variance in ToM performance (R2 = 0.17,

F9,105 = 2.38, p = .01), with both right dlPFC β = −.05; t = −1.60, p = .04,

one-tailed) and total volume loss (β = −.03; t = −2.10, p = .01, one-tailed)

predicting a significant deficit in ToM. No other covariate contributed

significantly to the model.

TABLE 2 Demographics and neuropsychological measures [mean (SD)] for veterans grouped by lesion location

Variables/group

Right dlPFC

N = 30

Left dlPFC

N = 28

Right TPJ

N = 16

Left TPJ

N = 7

Other TBI

N = 34

Demographics:

Age (years) 57.33 (2.56) 57.57 (1.66) 58.25(2.04) 58.28 (2.75) 58.206 (2.39)

Education (years) 14.16 (2.15) 14.91 (2.67) 14.43 (1.97) 14.42 (2.93) 15.10 (2.62)

Handedness (R:L:A)a 24:4:2 24:4:0 14:1:1 7:00:00 26:6:2

Neuropsychological:

Preinjury IQb 63 (24.51) 60 (22.92) 62.75 (27.69) 69.42 (31.4) 66.52 (25.15)

Theory of Mindc −1.167 (2.80) 0.82 (3.50) 0.5 (3.26) 0.28 (3.63) 1.08 (3.09)

Working memoryd 98.03 (12.85) 95.32 (13.38) 99.18 (13.67) 80.71 (9.51) 100.38 (15.55)

Verbal comprehensione 105.6 (13.08) 105.39 (17.03) 111.62 (12.57) 104.14 (19.54) 111.67 (14.10)

Space perceptionf 9.75 (0.51) 9.82 (0.39) 9.31 (0.94) 10.00 (0) 9.70 (0.57)

Total Brain Volume Loss (cc3) 33.18 (27.76) 39.30 (40.52) 26.34 (13.57) 50.50 (25.21) 15.31 (14.27)

Abbreviations: dlPFC, dorsolateral prefrontal cortex; TBI, traumatic brain-injury; TPJ, temporoparietal junction; WAIS, Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale.
aHandedness (L:R:A), Left, right, and ambiguous.
bPercentile score of Armed Forces Qualification Test (AFQT).
cStrange stories task: difference score between ToM and Control condition. Lower score reflects lower ToM performance.
dWAIS Working Memory Index score.
eWAIS Verbal Comprehension Index score.
fScores on the dot counting test, a subtest from the Visual Object and Space Perception battery.

F IGURE 2 Box plots describing the performance on the Strange
Stories task across the study groups. The Y axis represents the

standardized residuals of the difference score between ToM and
physical story conditions after controlling for individual differences in
preinjury intelligence, years of education, WAIS working memory
index score, and the WAIS verbal comprehension index score. The
horizontal line within each box indicates the value of the group
median. Figures constructed using JASP Version 0.12.2
(JASPTeam, 2020). WAIS, Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale
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3.3 | Space perception

To ensure that our key results were specific to ToM and not some

unanticipated factor, we compared the groups on a measure typically

associated with parietal cortex function, namely a space perception

measure. The space perception measure did not fulfill the normality or

homogeneity of variance assumption and therefore nonparametric

tests were used. In order to account for preinjury intelligence, educa-

tion, and total brain volume loss, the linear regression model was

fitted with the score of the dot counting test as the dependent vari-

able, and the three variables mentioned above as predictors. The stan-

dardized residuals from this model indexed space perception after

controlling for individual differences in preinjury intelligence, educa-

tion, and total brain volume loss. This standardized score was used as

the dependent measure for this analysis. First, the Kruskal–Wallis test

was used to compare scores across all five groups, revealing a signifi-

cant overall difference (H[df = 4, n = 114] = 17.34, p = .002). Follow-

up Mann–Whitney tests showed that the rTPJ group scored lower

than the right dlPFC group (U = 139.5, p = .027), the left dlPFC group

(U = 131, p = .023), and the left TPJ group (U = 16, p = .008). There

was a nonsignificant difference in performance between the right TPJ

group and the other TBI group (U = 250, p = .64) on this measure.

3.4 | VLSM analysis

The overlay map of lesion locations for all 170 patients is presented in

Figure 3. Note that the map shows brain regions with lesions present

for at least four participants in each voxel consistent with the con-

straints of the VLSM (described above), where analyses were confined

to voxels where a minimum of four patients have a lesion. The map

shows a sufficient degree of overlap in order to draw conclusions for

all the target brain regions, namely dlPFC and TPJ, bilaterally.

A whole-brain VLSM analysis was performed with the ToM differ-

ence score as the outcome, and the following five measures as

covariates: preinjury intelligence score, years of formal education,

WAIS working memory index score, WAIS verbal comprehension

index score, and total brain volume loss. The VLSM analysis revealed

four significant clusters with over 100 voxels each, which are listed

in Table 3 (see also Figure 4a). There were two main clusters with over

1,000 voxels each: the first (volume = 2,514 voxels, Max t = 3.15)

was located predominantly in the frontal middle gyrus in the right

hemisphere. The peak MNI coordinates were (40 46 28), and the

center coordinates were (24 51 7, see Figure 4a). The second

(volume = 2,302 voxels, Max t = 3.10), cluster was located primarily

within the left inferior parietal gyrus. The peak MNI coordinates were

(−24 –54 −60), and the center coordinates were (−30 –48 42; see

Figure 4c).

3.5 | White matter tracts disconnection

Patients' lesions were compared to an atlas of white matter connec-

tions in order to identify the probability of tract disconnections

(Foulon et al., 2018; Rojkova et al., 2016). The percentage of patients

with disconnected tracts was calculated separately for patients with

F IGURE 3 Lesion overlay demonstrating overlap in lesions across 170 participants included in the VLSM analysis, with a minimum of four
participants' lesions in each voxel and a maximum of 33. Values in white indicate the z coordinates (MNI) of each axial slice. For interpretation of
the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article. VLSM, voxel-based lesion-symptom mapping

TABLE 3 Results from voxel-based
lesion-symptom analyses showing
regions of damage associated with lower

Theory of Mind and Physical Story
Scores

Structure Voxels

Peak MNI
coordinates

Max t-
valuex y z

Frontal middle gyrus (right) 2,514 24 51 7 3.15

Inferior and superior parietal gyrus (left) 2,302 −30 −48 42 3.10

Frontal middle gyrus (right) 222 45 2 56 2.83

Superior frontal gyrus, medial Corpus callosum,

anterior cingulate (left)

118 −9 48 34 2.72

Note: Regions defined using Automated Anatomical Labeling (AAL) atlas and the Natbrainlab atlas of

white matter pathways. We report clusters with 100 or more voxels.
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and without deficits in ToM (determined based on zero as a cut-off

score, difference score equal or higher than 0 reflects no deficit,

score < 0 reflects deficit), and separately for patients with left (n = 62)

or right hemisphere lesions (n = 80). We compared the groups of

patients with and without presumed damage for each white matter

tract separately, using a chi-square test. This analysis revealed that

disconnections of the left Inferior longitudinal fasciculus (X2 [1,

N = 62] = 4.08, p = .04), and the right superior longitudinal fasciculus

1 (X2 [1, N = 80] = 4.21, p = .04) were associated with a poorer perfor-

mance in the ToM task (Figure 5). However, these comparisons did

not survive Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons.

4 | DISCUSSION

In this study, we used different methods to examine the causal associ-

ation between focal brain lesions and mental state attribution. We

found that lesions in the right frontal middle gyrus (overlapping with

the right dlPFC) and in the inferior and left superior parietal gyrus can

lead to deficits in mental state attribution. We also found that brain

lesions that disconnect the left Inferior longitudinal fasciculus and

right superior longitudinal fasciculus 1 are more likely to result in ToM

deficits.

Patients with damage to the right dlPFC were impaired on the

ToM task compared to the other lesion groups, suggesting that this

region is necessary for mental state attribution. This is supported by

the results of the VLSM analysis that revealed a cluster in the right

dlPFC which was linked to a lower performance in the ToM task. Sec-

ond, patients with damage to the left dlPFC performed no different

than any other patient group. Yet, the VLSM analysis revealed a small

lesion cluster in the left dorsomedial prefrontal cortex (dmPFC) which

was linked with poorer performance on the ToM task. This finding

supports other previous studies claiming involvement of dmPFC in

cognitive theory of mind (Corradi-Dell'Acqua et al., 2020). Third,

patients with damage to the left TPJ did not differ from the other

groups on ToM performance. However, the VLSM analysis also rev-

ealed a cluster in the left TPJ which was linked to lower ToM perfor-

mance. Given that the group of left TPJ patients was the smallest

patient group in this study (n = 7), these findings suggest a role for the

left TPJ in mental state attribution.

Last, patients with damage to the right TPJ performed similarly to

the other patient groups. Moreover, for each patient with rTPJ dam-

age and impaired performance on the ToM task, there is an example

of another patient with a similar lesion in the rTPJ and intact ToM

performance. In addition, VLSM analysis did not reveal any cluster

overlapping with the rTPJ. In sum, these results suggest that an intact

rTPJ is not necessary for mental state attribution. Given that these

findings are not in line with previous imaging studies, it might be

argued that this specific group of rTPJ patients had exceptionally

well-preserved cognition in general. This was not the case, however,

F IGURE 4 (a) Voxel-based lesion-symptom mapping analysis results. In red are areas of damage that were associated with a deficit in ToM.
Values in white indicate the z coordinates (MNI) of each axial slice. (b) Center MNI coordinates for the main cluster in the right hemisphere.
(c) Center MNI coordinates for main cluster in the left hemisphere. In green are the right and left temporoparietal junction (maps downloaded
from https://saxelab.mit.edu/use-our-theory-mind-groupmaps). Images are in radiological space (i.e., right is left)
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since the same group scored significantly lower on a space

perception task.

4.1 | The role of the TPJ in mental state attribution

Given the amount of data linking brain activation in the rTPJ and ToM

performance (Saxe & Kanwisher, 2003; Saxe & Powell, 2006; Saxe &

Wexler, 2005), it is likely that this region contributes to making mental

state attributions, yet in our study we did not find supporting evidence

to suggest that this area is necessary for this ability. Historically, lesions

to rTPJ have been often associated most with attention deficits in gen-

eral, and unilateral spatial neglect in particular (Vallar & Calzolari, 2018).

The important role of the rTPJ in attentional processes—specifically in

attentional reorienting—has been established in numerous functional

imaging and lesion studies (Corbetta, Patel, & Shulman, 2008; Dugué,

Merriam, Heeger, & Carrasco, 2018; Geng & Vossel, 2013; Jakobs

et al., 2012; Mitchell, 2008; Rinne et al., 2013). It was also shown to play

a causal role in spatial representation and visuospatial memory

(Chechlacz et al., 2014). Given that different studies linked the rTPJ to

both attentional reorientation and ToM tasks, some researchers have

suggested that the TPJ has a role in shifting orientation from self to

other, which can be utilized during ToM tasks (Arzy, Thut, Mohr,

Michel, & Blanke, 2006; Krall et al., 2016; Martin, Huang, Hunold, &

Meinzer, 2019). Since we did not directly test attentional reorientation

in the VHIS, we cannot rule out or support this claim directly.

The current VLSM analysis revealed a large cluster in the left Infe-

rior and Superior parietal gyrus, which partially overlapped with the

left TPJ, and was linked to lower performance on the ToM task. This

finding is consistent with previous findings indicating a causal role for

the left TPJ in mental state attribution (Biervoye et al., 2016; Samson

et al., 2004). However, the group of patients with damage to the left TPJ

did not differ from the other groups on their average ToM score. Inter-

estingly, this group also scored lower on the Wechsler WM scale, which

implies that their brain damage resulted in an impaired ability to main-

tain information (including that required for ToM) for further processing

rather than a specific impairment in mental state attribution.

4.2 | The role of the dlPFC in mental state
attribution

Our finding regarding the crucial role of the dlPFC in mental state attri-

bution supports and extends previous (Corradi-Dell'Acqua et al., 2020;

Kalbe et al., 2010; Rowe, Bullock, Polkey, & Morris, 2001; Shamay-

Tsoory & Aharon-Peretz, 2007; Stuss et al., 2001; Xi et al., 2011). Yet,

they may seem in contrast to findings reported by Herbet, Lafargue,

Bonnetblanc, Moritz-Gasser, and Duffau (2013) who studied 10 patients

F IGURE 5 Percentage of patients with disconnection in projection, commissural and association white matter pathways within the left and
right hemisphere, calculated for groups with and without a deficit in ToM performance. * denotes a significant group difference, p < .05
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with a diffuse low-grade glioma (DLGG) in right frontal areas. Patients in

that study were assessed on a ToM task just before, immediately after,

and 3 months after brain surgery. Unlike the current study, Herbert et al.

did not find long-term effects of right frontal lesions on ToM perfor-

mance. However, a closer look reveals that the two studies are difficult

to compare due to several reasons: first, Herbet and his colleagues

focused on patients with dorsomedial frontal lesions and not dorsolat-

eral frontal lesions as we did. Second, patients with dmPFC tumors

often have lower scores preoperatively, therefore stable scores postop-

eratively may still reflect overall impairment. Third, one patient in that

study did show significant long-term deficits similar to those we are

reporting in this study but it may be that the extent of the resection was

larger for this patient perhaps affecting more lateral prefrontal cortex.

Last, given that DLGG is characterized by slow-growing progression

which can lead to dramatic brain plasticity (Duffau, 2005), studies focus-

ing on patients with DLGG may teach us as much about the brain's abil-

ity to compensate for neuronal loss as about brain-behavior associations

in healthy individuals.

The specific role of the right dlPFC in ToM processes is still an

unknown. Given the inhibitory role this area plays in other cognitive

domains (Floden & Stuss, 2006; Oldrati, Patricelli, Colombo, &

Antonietti, 2016), it has been argued that the right dlPFC is crucial for

inhibiting one's own point of view and considering the others'. This

type of inhibition is required in order to be successful on the strange

stories test; however, we did not test this hypothesis in the current

study and therefore cannot directly support this claim.

4.3 | The role of the white matter tracts in mental
state attribution

The results of a white matter disconnection analysis indicated that

poor performance measured in patients with brain damage can be

associated in part with white matter tract disconnections, specifically

in the right superior longitudinal fasciculus and the left inferior longi-

tudinal fasciculus (ILF). The superior longitudinal fasciculus (SLF) is a

frontoparietal white matter tract which is thought to play a role in

attention and visuospatial processing, while the ILF is a white matter

pathway that primarily connects the anterior temporal lobe with the

occipital lobe (Herbet, Zemmoura, & Duffau, 2018). The disconnection

in the right superior longitudinal fasciculus is consistent with results

from the VLSM analysis indicating clusters in the right frontal middle

gyrus. Moreover, the definition of the ILF in the tractotron encom-

passes temporoparietal fibers more commonly assigned to the middle

longitudinal fasciculus, therefore this finding is compatible with the

VLSM cluster in the left inferior parietal gyrus.

Taken together, these findings support the view that white-

matter connectivity is essential for mental state attribution. Our data

fit well with previous studies suggesting an important role for the

arcuate fasciculus (AF)/superior longitudinal fasciculus in theory of

mind. For example, two studies on patients with glioma used a lesion

mapping approach to reveal that disconnections in the SLF/AF

resulted in poorer ability to identify one's affective state by looking at

one's eyes (Herbet et al., 2014; Nakajima, Yordanova, Duffau, &

Herbet, 2018). A different study on healthy children (ages 3–4) used

diffusion-weighted MRI and showed that the arcuate fascicle and

the inferior fronto-occipital fascicle (IFOF) both play an important role

in the development of ToM abilities (Grosse Wiesmann, Schreiber,

Singer, Steinbeis, & Friederici, 2017).

Moreover, studies focusing on individuals with autism spectrum

disorder (ASD), a population with profound difficulty in mental state

attribution, suggest that both the SLF and ILF are affected in the popu-

lation. Lower white matter integrity in the right ILF was shown to char-

acterize children with ASD, compared to typically developing children

(Koldewyn et al., 2014). Moreover, recent studies showed that left

ILF may be involved in the presentation of autistic traits among non-

diagnosed individuals (Bradstreet, Hecht, King, Turner, & Robins, 2017),

and in language development in individuals with ASD (Naigles et al.,

2017). Several studies also found alterations in the SLF among individ-

uals with ASD (Fitzgerald et al., 2018; Poustka et al., 2012; Weinstein

et al., 2011). Moreover, a recent study showed that 6-week-old infants

at risk for autism showed higher fractional anisotropy in the right SLF

compared to low risk infants (Liu et al., 2019).

4.4 | Current and previous ToM related findings
from the VHIS

Findings from this study can be viewed together with two previously

published papers which analyzed VHIS data focusing on ToM. One

study (Dal Monte et al., 2014) focused on mental state recognition

from facial expressions using the Reading the Mind in the Eyes Task

(Baron-Cohen, Wheelwright, Hill, Raste, & Plumb, 2001). While this

task is often presented as a ToM task, recent findings support the

claim that it actually measures emotion recognition and not ToM abili-

ties (Oakley, Brewer, Bird, & Catmur, 2016). Another study (Leopold

et al., 2012) examined performance on an affective ToM task in which

participants are required to judge whether something that was said in

a specific social context was appropriate or not (the Faux Pas Recog-

nition task; Stone, Baron-Cohen, & Knight, 1998). This study found

that damage to the left ventromedial prefrontal cortex (vmPFC) was

associated with performance on the Faux Pas task but not on the

strange stories task.

Taken together with the findings of the current analysis, these two

studies support the distinction between neural networks which are

involved in processing affective and cognitive mental states: the vmPFC

being involved specifically in affective ToM tasks, while a larger frontal

network including the dlPFC is involved in cognitive ToM tasks (Abu-

Akel & Shamay-Tsoory, 2011; Corradi-Dell'Acqua et al., 2020; Kalbe

et al., 2010; Shamay-Tsoory & Aharon-Peretz, 2007).

4.5 | Limitations

Despite the unique opportunity to sample a large, relatively homoge-

nous set of patients with focal brain lesions, we acknowledge specific
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limitations to the present study. First, our sample was composed

entirely of older adult male combat veterans. Therefore, it may be

difficult to infer how our results might generalize to a more diverse

population, particularly given the possibility that ToM is associated

with different brain structures in men versus women (Adenzato

et al., 2017). Furthermore, given that our study was conducted

30 years postinjury, it could be argued that plasticity would make it

difficult to attribute the roles of different brain regions in ToM. Nev-

ertheless, we still observed consistent ToM impairments with right

dlPFC damage over 30 years postinjury providing further support for

the argument that this brain area is necessary for this function.

5 | CONCLUSIONS

To conclude, the current study provides direct causal neuropsycholog-

ical evidence for the role of the right dlPFC in mental attribution. It

also demonstrates that intact ToM performance is evident despite

damage to the rTPJ, challenging conventional wisdom about its essen-

tial role in Theory of Mind processing (Samson et al., 2004; Saxe &

Kanwisher, 2003; Saxe & Powell, 2006; Saxe & Wexler, 2005). Our

results are consistent with the idea that Theory of Mind requires a

network of modular processes which rely on several cognitive

domains (Leslie, Friedman, & German, 2004; Mitchell, 2008) with the

dlPFC gaining processing priority depending on the stimuli used and

the task design.
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